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PRICE SHEETS
Overview
Price sheets manage print job pricing and are assigned to individual print queues. If the
same pricing will apply to all print queues, then a single global default price sheet may be
implemented. Optionally, multiple price sheets may be used when it’s necessary to charge
various rates. Some examples are when departments desire to charge different prices or a
higher price for printing to a color printer is required.

Accessing a Price Sheet
The Price Sheet properties page can be accessed from the navigation bar by selecting:
Printing – Prices.
By default, a fresh installation creates a Default Price Sheet with a pricing of .10. It’s
intended to be used as a template but also can be used in production to help aid in
speeding up the implementation process.

Create a New Price Sheet
Hint: it’ highly recommended to create an individual price sheet for both black and
white printing

Step 1 - To add a new Price Sheet click the plus icon:
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Step 2 – Name the Price Sheet
Name: Provide a name
Description: (optional) providing a brief description helps to organize printers when a
large number exist.
Click Save

Step 3 – Enter a Price
Pricing: Select the pencil icon to edit your desired cost
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Price By:

Page

Price At: Enter the desired price
in the 0.0 per page field
Leave the default entries for all
other fields.
Click Save

Note: The Price by Job, Area, and Length are designed for wide-format printing while the
optional Price per page fields are used with banner pages when it’s desired not to charge
for the first page.
The Black and White and Color Price Sheets have now been created. The next step is to
associate them with their corresponding print queues.

Black and White and Color Pricing
Standard color print drivers tend to render all print jobs as color, even black and white.
With some color print drivers it’s possible for black and white (grayscale) print jobs to be
rendered as black and white and not color. In this case, you may use a single price sheet
and charge according.
Due to the various amounts of print drivers out in the market, it’s impossible for GoPrint
to know and list which drivers are compatible with this setting. It’s recommended to test
this setting with the most current PCL manufacturer driver available.
Important: PostScript drivers render all documents as color and will not be supported.
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Assign a Price Sheet to a Print Queue
Before you can use your price sheet you must assign it to each print queue.

Step 1 - Select a Print Queue

Step 2 – Select the Price Sheet
General Tab – Settings – Price Sheet
Select the appropriate Price Sheet from the
Price Sheet drop down menu
Save

Repeat for each print queue!

Hint: The settings from a previously configured queue may be copied over by using the
“Copy Settings From” drop down menu to copy the settings over.
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Duplex, Oversize, and Wide-Format Pricing
GoPrint can automatically detect the differences between paper size and page formatting
such as: duplex, oversize pages, and wide-format paper. To help recover some of the
added costs associated with these formats, individual prices can be applied and even
discounted, (such as discounts to encourage 2-sided printing) to help reduce paper waste.

Duplex Pricing (Discounted Price)
The following example creates a discounted price of .07 for each side of a duplex print job
compared to .10 per page for a single-sided print job; a savings of .06.
Hint: Although, only 1 sheet of paper is used to print 2 pages (2-sided) of a
document, the job is still rendered as 2 pages and charged accordingly.
Duplex pricing is applied to an existing Price Sheet to do so:

Step 1- Edit an existing price sheet
Click the Plus icon to enter the Price Sheet properties page:
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Step 2 – Select Duplex Printing
From the Rule Drop down menu select Duplex Printing

Entry Type: Price
Price by: page (important do
not select Adjust)

Price at: 0.07 per page
Save
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Prevent a one page print job from receiving discounted duplex pricing
It’s possible for users to send a single page document as a duplex print job and receive
the discount pricing. This can be prevented by applying a print rule to the duplex pricing.
Go to Pricing – Rules
1. Select your duplex pricing
2. Size – Pages greater than enter 1
3. Save

The newly created Duplex Printing rule now
appears under the Pricing section:

Oversized Pricing
GoPrint’s oversized pricing can detect any size over 8 ½ x11 ½ paper. Unfortunately,
charging by individual specific paper sizes is not supported.

Step 1 – Edit the Price Sheet
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Step 2 – Select Oversized Paper and enter price

Entry Type: Price

Price by: page
Price At: 0.12 per page
Choose Save

The Oversized Paper rule now
appears under the Pricing
section:
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Wide-Format Pricing
GoPrint provides support for a variety of large format printers such as plotters. Currently,
capturing page sizes per length is supported. Square area at this time is not supported.
The process of charging by length entails creating a new Price Sheet and adjusting the
“Price By” to Length

Step 1 – Create a new Price Sheet

Step 2 - Change the Price By radio button to Length
Save Changes

PRINT RULES
Overview
Print rules can be set to perform a number of functions based on the set criteria. For
example, Auto-delete rules can be implemented based on file size, number of pages, URL,
match words, title, document type, color, and users/domain groups/LDAP authentication.
Optionally, Free Print rules can be set based on URL, document title, matching words,
individual and users/domain groups/LDAP authentication
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To implement, you must follow a two-step process:
1. Create the rule
2. Apply it the appropriate “Free” category at the price sheet level
3. Restart the GS-4 Service to apply the changes
Important: for ALL Print Rules, the GS-4 Services (Agent) must be restarted in order to
send a notifying change to the Agent Service.
Restart only the Agent Service: http://localhost:7767
1. Select Services
2. Restart Agent

AUTO-DELETE RULES
Auto-Delete Rule Based on File Size and Pages

Step 1 – Create the Auto-Delete rule

Navigate to Printing – Rules
Select Auto-Delete
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Note: Optionally, multiple Auto-Delete rules may be created using the Add a Rule option
File Size
A policy can be set to prevent end-users from printing jobs over a specific file size. Any
size over the set amount is automatically deleted. This is accomplished by specifying the
file size in bytes.
For example: to prevent users from sending
a single file OVER 3 megabytes, enter
3000000 in the “Bytes greater than” field.
1 KB is 1000 bytes, so 3 MB, is 3,000,000
bytes
Note: Do not include comma’s
Number of Pages
To prevent users from sending jobs over
100 pages simply enter 100 in the “Pages
greater than” field.
The end results forces users to break up their print jobs into smaller jobs preventing the
delaying of prints jobs sent by others.

Step 2 – Associating the Rule with a Price Sheet or Print queue
Option #1 - Apply the Auto-Delete rule directly to a Price Sheet
When finished, apply the Auto-Delete rule directly to a Price Sheet to be distributed
globally to all queues assigned to the Price Sheet or directly to an individual print queue.

Click the Plus icon under the Pricing
column

From the Rule drop down menu select the Auto-Delete rule
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The Auto-Delete rule is now listed under the Pricing column

Option # 2- Apply the Auto-Delete rule directly to a print queue

Select a queue to edit
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Select the Settings Tab and scroll
down to the Auto-Delete section

From the Auto-Delete Rule drop
down menu select the Auto-Delete
rule

Step 3 – Enable the rule for user notification
By default users are not notified when their print jobs matched the criteria matched under
an Auto-Delete Rule. Checking the Auto Deleted Jobs Show at PayPoint will provide a
message at a Web Client and Print Release Station.

Reminder: make sure to restart the GS-4 Services
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Auto-Delete Rule by Color
If you have a color printer and want to charge one price for Black and White and a second
for Color print jobs, you must create two print queues, one for Black and White printing
and a second for Color only and then set the desired setting at the global level under the
printer properties – Preferences tab.

Locking down the Print Queue
Unfortunately, locking down the color option at the global level doesn’t prevent users from
changing the color options at the application level, and therefore could allow them to
receive a discounted price for an intended higher price print job.
There are two options available to assist in preventing users from making this change:

Option #1 - Manufacturers administrator driver lockdown tool
Most print manufacturers provide an admin tool that allows you to edit the print driver
.INF file so that you can lock down the color options radio button which will gray out the
option to the end user. This is the preferred method.
For more information visit http://www.goprintsupport.com/support.html for a sample list
of links to various manufacturers websites or visit your manufacturers website directly.
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Option #2 – Auto-delete Rule for Color Printing
Navigate to Printing – Rules
1. Add a New Rule
2. Name: Give it a Name
3. Description: provide a short but detailed description since this will be the message
displayed to the end user at the web client and release station.
4. Applies When: Leave default of JOB MATCHES ALL ATTRIBUTES
5. Attributes: YES

6. Apply the rule to the individual print queue under the Settings tab – Auto Delete
Rule drop down menu
7. Check Auto Deleted Jobs Show at PayPoint
Note: if not checked the user will NOT be notified at the web client and release
station
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When a print job is sent matching
the rule an Auto-Discarded
message is appended to the
document title along with the
description and is clearly
displayed at the web client or
release station.

Free Print Rules
The Free Prints section lists all of the free print rules. The free print rule takes precedence
over the other rules and adjustments. To edit the properties of the free print rule, click on
the pencil icon. To delete the free print rule from the price sheet click on the red X. To add
a free print rule, click on the Add button.
Owner Free Print Rules
GoPrint provides the ability to configure Free Print rules associated with users, domain
groups, and LDAP filters. This feature is handy to allow free printing for various staff
members.
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DOMAIN GROUPS

Prerequisites:
* The GoPrint server must be a member of the
domain.
* Group accounts must be configured with the
path of the DOMAIN controller where users are
authenticated - not the GoPrint server.
\\servername\group
* Each entry must be followed by a semi-colon
with NO space between entries.
* A separate Rule needs to be set up for
domain user and groups – they cannot
share the same rule.
DOMAIN USERS

Enter the User Account Login name
followed by a semi-colon.
Spaces between entries are not allowed
Unlike Domain Groups, it is not necessary
to specify the path to the domain.
LDAP Filter Free Print Rule
Important: Prior to using the LDAP Group Rule, an LDAP Connector must exist under
Accounts - Authentication Connectors.
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LDAP Filter
An LDAP filter can be used to match the username from the print job to a member in your
LDAP repository. Use the marker '${User}' in the LDAP filter at the point where you want
the username substituted into the match text.

Create a new Rule
Name: Give it a name
Description: optional
Applies When: Job Matches All
Attributes
Source of Groups:
LDAP - Select the LDAP connector from
the Drop down menu
Enter the appropriate LDAP filter
specifying the desired Memberof path
and the marker '${User}’

Example:
(&(memberOf=groupname,OU=organization Unit,DC=domainame,DC=edu)(cn=${user}))

Apply the Free Print Rule to a Price Sheet

Select a Price Sheet to Edit

Free Prints Section
Click the Plus icon
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Rule: select the rule from the drop
down menu
Entry Type: leave the default of Free

Save

The Free Print rule now
appears under the Free
Prints section

Reminder: Restart the Agent service in order to send a notifying change to the Agent
Service. https://localhost:7767

Web Page URL, Document Title, Extension, Word Match Free Print Rules
Title rules use Regular Expressions to calculate the desired results.

^ (Caret) is referred to as an Anchor and when set as the first character states to
Match the beginning of a String: Matches a position rather than a character.
* (star) repeats the previous item zero or more times: allows as many items as
possible to be matched.
? (Question mark) Makes the preceding item optional, the item is included in the
match if possible.
$ (dollar) Matches at the end of the string the regex pattern is applied to. Matches a
position rather than a character
+ (plus) Match 1 or more times: repeats the previous item once or more
. (Dot) Match any single character, including space
(

) Grouping - (http|https|)
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| (pipe sign) Multiple files are separated by a pipe sign. It creates a match either the
part on the left side, or the part on the right side. Also, it can be strung together into
a series of options. Example: (jpg|gif|doc|pdf)
Important: Regular Expressions are case sensitive
Web Browsers
Internet Explorer and Safari renders the web page url in the header of the spool file while
Firefox renders only the title of the web page.
When Firefox is being used the title of the document must be captured. This can be an
impossible task when random files under an entire directory and subdirectories are
needed. An alternative solution is to write a regular expression that matches a specific
word(s) which pertain exclusively to the web site. See the section under Word Matching.

Print Drivers
Not all print drivers render printed documents in the same format so when writing the
Regular Expression its’ necessary to first see how the title or URL of the document
appears in the spool. One option is to send the print job and look at the title of the
document as it appears in Control Center under the printers – View Print Jobs section.

Tested Print Driver Results
Example: HP’s Universal print driver results: http:~~www.fafsa.ed.gov~
Example: Xerox and Canon print driver results: http://www.fafsa.ed.gov/
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HTTP(s) URL Matching
Example, the Regular Expression matches all documents (including secure URL’s) under:
http://www.fafsa.ed.gov/
^http://www\.fafsa\.ed\.gov/*

The Regular Expression results matches all files and subdirectories under the given URL
^(http|https|)\:www\.fafsa\.ed\.gov/*

The Regular Expression results match all files and subdirectories (secure and nonsecure)
under the given URL.
A HP Universal print driver rendering in this format: http:~~www.fafsa.ed.gov~ has a
regular expression of
^(http|https|)\:~~www\.fafsa\.ed\.gov~/*

Note: Applying an (*) star at the end of a URL will filter all sub-pages for an entire
domain name or a specific subdirectory.
Document File Name Matching
Example, Applying a $ (dollar sign) at the end of the Regular Expression matches only the
specific document with the name of application.pdf under the given URL.
^http://www\.fafsa\.ed\.gov/application\.pdf$

Word Matching
The Mozilla Firefox browser doesn’t capture the URL header and instead sends the Title of
the web page. To resolve the issue of having to provide the web page title for each page,
it’s possible to write a regular expression that matches a specific name in the web page
title or that may appear through page content.
Note: the word matching option also works with Internet Explorer and Safari.
The example title of the web page is: “Home – FAFSA on the Web-Federal Student Aid”

Since the information we are seeking is
found under the fafsa.ed.gov domain, it’s
safe to say the main topic of information
would apply to the word Fafsa.
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We can create a Regular Expression to match this word
Note: since Regular Expressions are case-sensitive we must create two strings.
^.*FAFSA.*$
^.*fafsa.*$

File Type or Extension Matching
A Regular Expression String can be created to match a specific file extension or type of
document. It may be used to prevent users from printing specific document types and
applied to an Auto-Delete Rule or to Free Print Rule.
In the example the string matches ALL files with a .pdf extension
\.(?i:)(?:pdf)$

Note: the letter i which has been added to support case-sensitive extensions.

Step 1 Enter the Title Patterns
Multiple entries must be applied by pressing the return key at the end of the line and
entering each additional entry on an individual line.
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Search Spool File: enter a number in bytes to represent
the number of characters in the spool file in searching for a
document title match that may not be rendered from the
URL or page title or document title.

Step 2 – Apply the Free Print rule
to a Price Sheet

Click the Plus icon under the Free
Prints section

Select the Rule from the Rule drop down
menu
Entry Type: leave the Default of Free
enabled
Click Save

The Free Print rule now
appears under the Free
Prints section at the price
sheet:
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Time Schedule Free Print Rule
Applying a Time Schedule Free Print Rule to a Price Sheet allows for Free Printing during
the days and times specified. Ideally, it can be used with labs that are also used for
classrooms and the instruction requires document printing.
Important: Maximum of up to 20 Time Schedule rules can be applied to any print queue

Step 1 – Create a new Free Print Rule
Simply give it a name and Save it

Do not apply any
options to the new
rule; leave it empty

Step 2 - Apply it to a Price Sheet
1. Select the Price Sheet to edit
2. Scroll down to the Free Prints
section and click the Plus icon
to add the rule
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Rule: select the rule to apply
Entry Type: leave the default of
Free
Schedule
Select the Apply at times radio
button.
The Time Schedule expands!
Days of Week: check the desired days and enter a Start and End time.
Example: Monday and Wednesday between 10:30am and 11am. All print jobs sent to the
designated printer will be free of charge. Note: the print jobs will still remain paused and
users will need to manually release them either at a Release Station or Web Client Popup.
For other options, please contact GoPrint Support at support@goprint.com
Save your changes.

Your free print rules are displayed under the Free Prints sections
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Price Adjustment Print Rules
In some situations when it’s not desired not to offer Free Prints to users you may offer to
provide a discount. The Entry Type of Adjust provides this functionality.
To enable simply add all Free Print Rules to the Adjust section of a Price Sheet.
Note: this doesn’t apply to Auto-Delete rules.

Entry Type: Adjust
Price By: enter an
amount
Schedule
Enter days of week and
times

The resulting discounted price
adjusts all print jobs by .02 during
Monday and Wednesday between
10:30am and 11am
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End-user Experience
Auto-Delete Rules
An example of a user display message informing them their job matches an Auto-Delete
rule. The user isn’t allowed to print the job and it will automatically is deleted from the
queue after the next system refresh.

Free Print Rules
An example of a user display message informing them their job matches an Free Print
Rule.
Note: Currently, a message to the end-user isn’t supported other that the Total Cost is
displayed as 0.0
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Display balance by allotted pages and not cost
1. Select the Pencil icon next
the name you created for
your PayPoint.

to

2. Select the Prompts tab

Label: change Wording to say what you want displayed: Credit Available or Pages
Available etc..
Amount Prefix: remove the dollar sign.
Display in Units: enter the currency value of 1 unit instead of dollars. Ex: if charging .10
per page, then enter.10
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The available balance is displayed in the form of Pages Available and not dollars.
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